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We report the basic properties of Suzaku HXD-PIN background and describe a modeling
method of the background. Based on our study of the data during earth occultation, it was
found that PIN non X-ray background (NXB) has at least two components. The one is the
cosmic-ray component and the other is the SAA build up component. An NXB model of
HXD-PIN is constructed on the database of earth occultation data. The counter of upper
discriminator of the PINs, which can be regarded as a cosmic-ray charged particle monitor,
is used as the parameter in the sorting the data during earth occultation and in the modeling
the NXB during actual observations.

§1. Introduction

The HXD (Hard X-ray Detector) is designed to have a very high signal-to-noise
ratio by reducing an instrumental background as much as possible by adopting a
novel concept of a well-type phoswich counter,1) and achieves an unprecedented low
background in the energy ranges of 15–70 keV and 150–500 keV.2) Although the
HXD has no capability of a rocking observation like those of SAX-PDS and RXTE-
HEXTE, a high sensitivity can be still obtained by modeling the residual non X-ray
background (hereafter NXB) with a good accuracy, thanks to its lowness. Therefore
a limiting factor for the sensitivity of the HXD is a reproducibility in the background
modeling. In this paper, we report the basic property of the HXD-PIN NXB and
describe a modeling method of HXD-PIN NXB.

§2. HXD-PIN Non X-ray Background Properties

In order to study the property of HXD-PIN NXB, we have accumulated the PIN
events during earth occultation. Since the earth is known to be dark in hard X-rays
and soft gamma-rays, the earth occultation data can be regarded as the NXB for
the HXD.Figure 1 and Fig. 2 show HXD-PIN count rates during earth occultations
folded with parameters of Suzaku orbital conditions.

In Fig. 1, the count rate of PIN NXB folded with time after SAA out (T-SAA)
is plotted together with cut-off rigidity (COR). In the region that T-SAA exceeds
about 10000 sec, a clear inverse association between PIN NXB count rate and COR
is shown.

In Fig. 2, the count rate of PIN NXB is folded with a time from the first SAA-IN
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of the day. As shown in the figure, the count rate is increasing as Suzaku passes
through SAAs and is decreasing while Suzaku does not enter in SAA.

ht-curve of the PIN-NXB folded with T SAA in an energy range of 9-78 keV

igidity obtained as an average for each T SAA (bottom).

Fig. 1. Count rate of PIN NXB folded with T-SAA and cut-off rigidity (COR). (from2))
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Fig. 2. Count rate of PIN events during earth occultation, folded with a time from the first SAA-IN

of the day.

It was found that there are at least two components in the HXD-PIN NXB. The
one is the cosmic ray component, which is directly correlated with the cosmic ray
flux and the COR. The other is the SAA build up component, which increases as the
SAA passages. The PIN-NXB is dominated by the cosmic-ray component, rather
than by the SAA build up component. The peak to peak amplitude of the variation
reaches a factor of three (Fig. 1). However, the SAA build up component is not
negligible. The count rate of PIN-NXB is slightly (∼ 10%) increasing by the some
SAA passages.
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§3. HXD-PIN Non X-ray Background Modeling

An NXB model of HXD-PIN is constructed on the database of earth occultation
data. In the modeling, the counter of upper discriminator of the PIN diodes (PIN-
UD) is used as a monitor of real-time particle flux. The level of PIN-UD corresponds
to ∼ 90 keV, and the counting rate of PIN-UD can be regarded as the number of
cosmic-ray charged particle penetrating the device. Actually, since the PIN diodes
are embedded in the thick BGO shields, protons above ∼ 100 MeV can be counted
with PIN-UD. Figure 3 show typical lightcurves of the total PIN-UD count rate. The
sharp peaks of ∼ 10000 counts s−1 in the PIN-UD lightcurve indicate SAA passages.

The real time PIN-UD count rate can be used as a good indicator of the NXB
component which directly correlate with COR. Another NXB component correlated
with number of SAA passages cannot be modeled by simply using PIN-UD. This
component is weaker than that correlated with COR. However, it is clearly seen in
the lightcurve of event rate as shown in Figure 2. In order to take this component
into account, we have introduced a parameter “PIN-UD build-up”, represented by

PIN-UDbuildup(t) =
∫ t

−∞
PIN-UD(t0) exp

(
t0 − t

τ

)
dt0. (3.1)

Various values of time constant τ was tried between 5000–10000 s and τ = 8000 s was
selected in the latest BGD model. A typical lightcurve of PIN-UD and PIN-UDbuildup

are shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Lightcurves of PIN-UD (top) and PIN-UDbuildup (bottom).

The NXB database was constructed by accumulating and sorting the earth oc-
cultation data by the two parameters, PIN-UD and PIN-UDbuildup. We accumulated
PIN event data and pseudo event data under the conditions that the target elevation
angle should be < −5◦ and the COR should be > 6 GV.

The database consists of 100 × 100 PIN-NXB spectra constructed with the
PIN events and the pseudo events. The range of the PIN-UD in the database is from
100 counts/s to 400 counts/s, and, that of the PIN-UDbuildup is from 1.0 × 106 counts
to 2.5 × 107 counts. Figure 4 presents a NXB database divided into four energy bands
for the visualization.
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Fig. 4. A NXB database of HXD-PIN of (a) 12–15 keV, (b) 15–25 keV, (c) 25–40 keV, and (d)

> 40 keV. The unit of the color scale is counts/(pseudo event[4 Hz]).

The PIN NXB for each observation is estimated by picking up a spectrum from
the database based on the two parameters. From PIN-UD and PIN-UDbuildup during
observation, we can pick up a PIN NXB spectrum in the database. A time to the
next event and a pulse height are obtained by generating random numbers following
probability distributions based on the PIN NXB spectrum. And then, by repeating
these processes from the beginning of the observation to the end, the PIN NXB event
file can be obtained.

The PIN NXB event files are open to the public from the Suzaku web site in
ISAS/JAXA ∗). This modeling method is refered as “bgd a” in the Suzaku SWG
team. The event FITS files generated with the modeling method are identified by
the keyword of “PINUDLC” in the “METHOD” record of the FITS file header.

§4. Conclusion

We studied the HXD PIN data during earth occultation and found that the PIN
NXB has at least two components. The one is the cosmic-ray component corre-
lated with the charged particle flux, and, the other is the SAA build up component
correlated with number of SAA passages.

We have constructed a HXD-PIN NXB model based on the database of the
event data during earth occultation, and, have made available to the public. In
this modeling, we use the PIN-UD count rate and the PIN-UD build up as the
parameters, which correspond to the two components, respectively.

The reproducibility of the PIN NXB model has been reported in the other re-
port.3) In the checking process of the reproducibility, some weak points of the model
have been found. There seem to be residuals in the regions of just after SAA-OUTs
and low COR (6–9 GV). For the purpose of improvement in the HXD-PIN sensitivity,
further study of NXB and the upgrade of the NXB model are now underway.
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